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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a commutative ring with identity, M an A-module, f , . . . , f1 r
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .g A, and I s f , . . . , f . Put X s Spec A , Z s V I : X, and let M be1 r
the quasi-coherent O -module associated to M. The local cohomologyX
n ÄŽ . Žgroups H X, M are the right-derived functors in the category of abelianZ
.sheaves or O -modules of the left-exact functorX
Ä ÄM ‹ G X , M ,Ž .Z
Ä ÄŽ .where G X, M denotes the sections of M with supports in Z. Con-Z
cretely,
Ä k 4G X , M s m g M N I m s 0 for some k G 0 .Ž .Z
There is a standard complex that can be used to compute local cohomol-
w xogy 3, Sect. 2 . The object of this note is to construct a new complex whose
n ÄŽ .cohomology also equals the H X, M .Z
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Let y , . . . , y be indeterminates and for i s 1, . . . , r define f :1 r i
w x w xA y , . . . , y “ A y , . . . , y by A-linearity and the formula1 r 1 r
f y a1 ??? y ar y y a1 ??? y arry if a ) 0i 1 r 1 r i ia a1 rf y ??? y sŽ . a ai 1 r 1 r½ f y ??? y if a s 0.i 1 r i
w x w x w xPut M y , . . . , y s A y , . . . , y m M. We shall write M y for1 r 1 r A
w xM y , . . . , y . Tensoring f with 1 , we get an induced endomorphism of1 r i M
w xM y , which, by abuse of notation, we also denote by f . These endomor-i
?Ž w x  4 r .phisms commute with one another. We define K M y , f to be thei is1
Ž . w x  4 rcohomological Koszul complex on M y defined by f . Concretely,i is1
rn w x  4K M y , fŽ .i is1
w xs M y e n ??? n e ,[ i i1 n
1Fi - ??? -i Fr1 n
where e , . . . , e are formal symbols satisfying e n e s ye n e and1 r i j j i
e n e s 0, andi i
r rn nq1w x w x 4  4› : K M y , f “ K M y , fŽ . Ž .i iis1 is1
is defined by the formula
› j i , . . . , i e n ??? n eŽ .Ý 1 n i i1 nž /
1Fi - ??? -i Fr1 n
r
s f j i , . . . , i e n e n ??? n e ,Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i 1 n i i i1 nž /
1Fi - ??? -i Fr is11 n
Ž . w xwhere j i , . . . , i g M y . Our result is the following.1 n
n ? r n ÄŽ Ž w x  4 .. Ž .THEOREM 1.1. For all n, H K M y , f , H X, M .i is1 Z
It will be clear from the definition that these isomorphisms are functo-
rial in M.
This result can be used to simplify certain computations. Here is an
w xexample. The A-module M y is equipped with an increasing filtration,
defined by letting level d of the filtration be the A-span of elements of the
a1 ar ?Ž w x  4 r .form my ??? y with a q ??? qa F d. This makes K M y , f1 r 1 r i is1
into a filtered complex, whose associated graded complex is the Koszul
w x w xcomplex on M y defined by multiplication by the f . Since M y asi
A-module is a direct sum or copies of M and cohomology commutes with
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direct sums, the usual spectral sequence of a filtered complex becomes the
spectral sequence
rp , q pqq ? a a1 r 4E s H K M , f y ??? yŽ .[ Ž .1 i 1 ris1
a q ??? qa sp1 r
rn ? w x  4« H K M y , f . 1.2Ž .Ž .Ž .i is1
In particular, we have the following.
n ? r n ÄŽ Ž  4 .. Ž .COROLLARY 1.3. If H K M, f s 0, then H X, M s 0.i is1 Z
w x w xRemark. For i s 1, . . . , r, let D : M y “ M y be the differentiali
operator
›
D s q fi i› yi
Ž . .where ›r› y acts trivially on M . If A is an algebra over a field ofi
characteristic 0, then the map
a q ??? qa1 ry1Ž .
a a a a1 r 1 rmy ??? y ‹ my ??? y1 r 1 ra ! ??? a !1 r
defines an A-module automorphism of M which identifies the actions of
?Ž w x  4 r .f and D . It follows that in this case, the Koszul complex K M y , Di i i is1
also computes local cohomology. This observation is useful for studying
the relations between local cohomology and de Rham cohomology.
We would like to point out that the idea for Proposition 4.1 below comes
w xfrom 1, Theorem 9.2 .
Æ2. MODIFIED CECH COMPLEX
We recall the definition of one of the complexes that can be used to
n ÄŽ . Ž .compute the H X, M . Let U : X be the open complement of V f .Z i i
Ž .  4 rWe identify U with Spec A . The collection U s U is an openi f i is1i Æ? Ä Æ ÄŽ .covering of X y Z. We denote by C U, M the Cech complex for M
relative to the open covering U of X y Z. We make the identification
Æn ÄC U , M s M ,Ž . [ f ? ? ? fi i0 n1Fi - ??? -i Fr0 n
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where M denotes the localization of M by f ??? f , and we letf ? ? ? f i ii i 0 n0 n
Æn Ä Ænq1 Äd : C U , M “ C U , MŽ . Ž .
Æ ? Ä ÆŽ .denote the usual Cech coboundary. Let K U, M be the Cech complex
augmented on the left by M, i.e.,
Æny1 ÄC U , M for n G 1Ž .n ÄK U , M sŽ . ½ M for n s 0,
Æ0 ÄŽ .where the augmentation map M “ C U, M is induced by the natural
w x Ž w x.maps M “ M . The following result is proved in 3, Sect. 2 see also 2 .f i
n Ä n ? ÄŽ . Ž Ž ..THEOREM 2.1. For all n, H X, M , H K U, M .Z
We define a homomorphism of complexes of A-modules
r? ? Äw x  4g : K M y , f “ K U , M .Ž .Ž .i is1
nŽ w x  4 r .Every element of K M y , f can be uniquely written as a sum ofi is1
elements of the form j s my a1 ??? y ar e n ??? n e , so it suffices to define1 r i i1 n
Ž . Žg on such elements. We define g j g M regarded as a directf ? ? ? fi i1 nn ÄŽ ..summand of K U, M by the formula
m¡  4if a s 0 for all i f i , . . . , ii 1 na q1 a q1i i1 nf ??? f~ i ig j sŽ . 1 n¢  40 if a ) 0 for some i f i , . . . , i .i 1 n
It is straightforward to check that g is a homomorphism of complexes,
functorial in M. Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem
2.1 and the following.
? r ? ÄŽ w x  4 . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. The map g : K M y , f “ K U, M is a quasi-i is1
isomorphism. In particular,
rn ? n ? Äw x  4H K M y , f , H K U , M for all n.Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .i is1
To facilitate induction arguments, we shall also consider for any subset
? ? Ä 4 Ž w 4 x  4 . Ž .J : 1, . . . , r the complexes K M y , f and K U , M , wherej jg J j jg J J
 4  4 ?Ž w xU s U . These are constructed from f exactly as K M y ,J j jg J j jg J
r ? Ä r 4 . Ž .  4f and K U, M were constructed from f . When J s B, wei is1 i is1
understand both of these complexes to be the complex with M in degree 0
?Ž w 4 xand zeros elsewhere. We denote by g the map from K M y ,J j jg J
? Ä 4 . Ž .f to K U , M which is the analogue of the map g .j jg J J
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3. FILTRATIONS
We demonstrate Theorem 2.2 by defining a decreasing filtration on each
? r ? ÄŽ w x  4 . Ž .of the complexes K M y , f and K U, M and proving inductivelyi is1
that g is a quasi-isomorphism at each stage of the filtration.
?Ž w x  4 r .The filtration on K M y , f is defined by divisibility relative toi is1
Ž .the y-variables. For 1 F k F r y n, define E i , . . . , i to be the idealk 1 n
w x  4of A y , . . . , y generated by all products y ??? y with j , . . . , j l1 r j j 1 k1 k
 4 Ž . wi , . . . , i s B. For notational convenience, we set E i , . . . , i s A y ,1 n k 1 n 1
x ? ?Ž w x  4 r .. . . , y when k F 0. The filtration F on K M y , f is defined byr i is1
rk n w x  4F K M y , fŽ .i is1
w xs E i , . . . , i M y e n ??? n e 3.1Ž . Ž .[ kyn 1 n i i1 n
1Fi - ??? -i Fr1 n
for k s 0, 1, . . . , r. Thus we have
r r? 0 ?w x w x 4  4K M y , f s F K M y , fŽ . Ž .i iis1 is1
rr ? w x  4= ??? = F K M y , f = 0.Ž .i is1
 4 ?For J : 1, . . . , r , we denote by F the filtration defined in the sameJ
?Ž w 4 x  4 .manner on the complex K M y , f . Note that the filtrationj jg J j jg J
? < < < <F has length J , where J denotes the cardinality of J.J
LEMMA 3.2. For k s 1, . . . , r there are short exact sequences of complexes
r rk ? ky1 ?w x w x 4  40 “ F K M y , f “ F K M y , fŽ . Ž .i iis1 is1
ky1 ?  4“ F K M y , f “ 0. 4[ ž /J j jjgJ jgJ
< <J sky1
Proof. Fix k. We begin by defining maps
rky1 ? ky1 ?w x  4  4a : F K M y , f “ F K M y , f 4Ž . ž /J i J j jis1 jgJ jgJ
< < nŽ w x  4 r .for J s k y 1. Since every element of K M y , f can be writteni is1
uniquely as a sum of elements of the form
j s my a1 ??? y ar e n ??? n e , 3.3Ž .1 r i i1 n
it suffices to define a on such elements. We putJ
 4j if i , . . . , i : J and a s 0 for i f J1 n ia j sŽ .J ½ 0 otherwise.
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Heuristically, a is the map that sets y s e s 0 for all i f J. Note thatJ i i
< < ky1 nŽ w x  4 r . Ž .since J s k y 1 and j g F K M y , f , a j / 0 implies thati is1 J
 4 Ž . XXa ) 0 for all j g J _ i , . . . , i . We then have a j s 0 for J / J.j 1 n J
Note that there are natural maps
rky1 ? ky1 ? w x 4  4b : F K M y , f “ F K M y , f 4 Ž .ž /J J j j i is1jgJ jgJ
ky1 ?Ž w 4 x  4 .obtained by regarding an element of F K M y , f as anJ j jg J j jg J
ky1 ?Ž w x  4 r . Xelement of F K M y , f . The relations a ( b s 1, a ( b s 0i is1 J J J J
X Ž .for J / J show that [ a is surjective and is split by Ý b .J J JJ
k ?Ž w x  4 r .Put a s [ a . It is clear from the definitions that F K M y , fJ i is1J
: ker a . So let
h s ma1 , . . . , ar y a1 ??? y ar e n ??? n e g ker a .Ý Ý i , . . . , i 1 r i i1 n 1 n
a , . . . , a1Fi - ??? -i Fr 1 r1 n
If n ) k y 1, then
r rk n nw x w x 4  4F K M y , f s K M y , f ,Ž . Ž .i iis1 is1
k nŽ w x  4 r .so clearly h g F K M y , f . Suppose n F k y 1 and fix i , . . . , i ,i is1 1 n
a1, . . . , ar ky1 ?Ž w x  4 r .a , . . . , a with m / 0. Since h g F K M y , f , there exist1 r i , . . . , i i is11 n
 4j , . . . , j f i , . . . , i such that a ) 0 for l s 1, . . . , k y 1 y n. Let1 ky1yn 1 n jl
 4J s i , . . . , i , j , . . . , j .0 1 n 1 ky1yn
Ž .Then a h s 0 implies that
a ma1 , . . . , ar y al ??? y ar e n ??? n e s 0,Ž .J i , . . . , i l r i i0 1 n 1 n
hence a ) 0 for some i f J . Since this holds for all ma1, . . . , ar / 0, wei 0 i , . . . , i1 n
k nŽ w x  4 r .have h g F K M y , f . This completes the proof of the lemma.i is1
Ä? ? ÄŽ .We take the filtration F on K U, M to be the ``stupid'' filtration.
Define for k s 0, 1, . . . , r
n ÄK U , M if n G kŽ .k nÄ ÄF K U , M sŽ . ½ 0 if n - k .
We get the decreasing filtration
? Ä Ä0 ? Ä Är ? ÄK U , M s F K U , M = ??? = F K U , M = 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ä? ? ÄŽ .We denote by F the filtration on K U , M defined in the same manner.J J
Äk ? Ä< < Ž .Note that for J s k, F K U , M is the complexJ J
n ÄK U , M for n s kŽ .k n JÄ ÄF K U , M sŽ .J J ½ 0 for n / k .
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Äky1 ? Ä< < Ž .For k s 1, . . . , r and J s k y 1, define s : F K U, M “J
Äky1 ? ÄŽ .F K U , M by definingJ J
Äky1 ky1 Äs : F K U , M s M “Ž . [J f ? ? ? fi i1 ky11Fi - ??? -i Fr1 ky1
Äky1 ky1 ÄF K U , M s MŽ .J J Ł fj g J j
to be the natural projection and defining
Äky1 n Ä Äky1 n Äs : F K U , M “ F K U , MŽ . Ž .J J J
to be the zero map for n / k y 1. Let s s [ s . The following result isJJ
trivial.
LEMMA 3.4. For k s 1, . . . , r, there are short exact sequences
sk ? ky1 ? ky1 ?Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä0 “ F K U , M “ F K U , M “ F K U , M “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .[ J J
< <J sky1
? r ? ÄŽ w x  4 . Ž .Note that the map g : K M y , f “ K U, M defined in Sectioni is1
2 restricts to a map
rk ? k ?Ä Äw x  4g : F K M y , f “ F K U , MŽ .Ž .i is1
for each k s 0, . . . , r. Theorem 2.2 is the special case k s 0 of the
following.
k ?Ž w x  4 r .THEOREM 3.5. For k s 0, . . . , r, the map g : F K M y , f “i is1
Äk ? ÄŽ .F K U, M is a quasi-isomorphism.
Ä1 ? Ä Æ Æ? ÄŽ . Ž .Note that F K U, M is the usual Cech complex C U, M shifted one
position to the right. We thus have the following.
Æn Ä nq1 1 ? rŽ . Ž Ž w x  4 ..COROLLARY 3.6. For all n, H U, M , H F K M y , f .i is1
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5
We state the case k s r of Theorem 3.5 as a separate proposition.
r ? r Är ? ÄŽ w x  4 . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. The map g : F K M y , f “ F K U, M is ai is1
quasi-isomorphism; i.e., it induces isomorphisms
M for n s rr f ? ? ? f1 rn r ? w x  4H F K M y , f ,Ž .Ž .i is1 ½ 0 for n / r .
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Before proving Proposition 4.1, we explain how it implies Theorem 3.5.
? ? r Ä?Ž w x  4 .For typographical convenience, we write K for K M y , f and Ki is1
? Ä ? Ä?Ž .for K U, M . We also write K and K for the corresponding complexesJ J
 4 Žconstructed from the set f . For k s 1, . . . , r, there are by Lemmasj jg J
.3.2 and 3.4 commutative diagrams with exact rows
6
k ? ky1 ? ky1 ?6 6 60 F K F K [ F K 0J J< J <sky1
6 6 6
g g 4.2Ž .[ gJJ6 6 6
k ? ky1 ? 6ky1 ?Ä Ä Ä ÄF K0 F K 0Ä Ä[ F KJ J< J <sky1
Consider the map between the corresponding long exact cohomology
< < Žsequences. Since J s k y 1, Proposition 4.1 implies that each g andJ
.hence [ g as well is a quasi-isomorphism. The Five Lemma thus impliesJJ
that if g is a quasi-isomorphism at level k of the filtration, then it is also a
quasi-isomorphism at level k y 1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. The proof is by induction on r. When r s 0,
both complexes consist of the module M in degree 0 and zeros elsewhere
and g is the identity map. So suppose r ) 0. A key point is to recognize
r ?Ž w x  4 r .that the complex F K M y , f is itself a Koszul complex. Let c :i is1 i
w x w xM y “ M y be the operator ``multiplication by y f y 1'' and consideri i
Ž . ?Ž w x  4 r .the cohomological Koszul complex K M y , c . It is straightfor-i is1
ward to check that the map
r rr ? ?w x w x 4  4F K M y , f “ K M y , cŽ . Ž .i iis1 is1
defined by
y ??? y y a1 ??? y ari i 1 r1 na a1 rmy ??? y e n ??? n e ‹ m e n ??? n e1 r i i i i1 n 1 ny ??? y1 r
defines an isomorphism of complexes
r rr ? ?w x w x 4  4F K M y , f , K M y , c .Ž . Ž .i iis1 is1
Under this identification, the map
M if n s rr f ? ? ? fr n r n 1 rÄ Äw x  4g : F K M y , f “ F K U , M sŽ .Ž .i is1 ½ 0 if n / r
is identified with the map
rX n r nÄ Äw x  4g : K M y , c “ F K U , MŽ .Ž .i is1
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defined by
m¡ if n s rX a q1 a q1a a ~ 1 r1 r f ??? fg my ??? y e n ??? n e sŽ . 1 r1 r i i1 n ¢
0 if n / r .
Thus Proposition 4.1 is equivalent to the assertion that g X induces isomor-
phisms
M if n s rr f ? ? ? fn ? 1 rw x  4H K M y , c , 4.3Ž .Ž .Ž .i is1 ½ 0 if n / r .
w x w xDefine g : M y “ M y , . . . , y by the formular , M f 1 ry1r
m
a a a a1 r 1 ry1g my ??? y s y ??? y .Ž .r , M 1 r 1 ry1a q1rfr
LEMMA 4.4. There is a short exact sequence
c gr r , Mw x w x w x0 “ M y “ M y “ M y , . . . , y “ 0.f 1 ry1r
Proof. It is easy to see that c is injective, g is surjective, andr r , M
Ž w x. Ž w x.c M y : ker g . We check that ker g : c M y . Letr r , M r , M r
j s m y a1 ??? y ar g ker g ,Ý a , . . . , a 1 r r , M1 r
a , . . . , a1 r
where the sum is finite. Since g preserves degrees in y , . . . , y , itr , M 1 ry1
follows that for fixed a , . . . , a we have1 ry1
m y a1 ??? y ar g ker g . 4.5Ž .Ý a , . . . , a 1 r r , M1 r
ar
From the definition of c , we have for all b G 0r
a1 ar b a1 ary 1 arqb w xm y ??? y ’ f m y ??? y y mod c M y .Ž .Ž .a , . . . , a 1 r r a , . . . , a 1 ry1 r r1 r 1 r
Ž .Using this to adjust the terms in 4.5 , we may reduce to the case where
j s my a1 ??? y ar g ker g . From the definition of g this just says that1 r r , M r , M
f bm s 0 for some b G 0. But thenr
by1
a a i a a a qi1 r 1 ry1 rmy ??? y s c y f my ??? y y .Ý1 r r r 1 ry1 rž /
is0
This completes the proof of the lemma.
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Define a map of complexes
r ry1 ry1? ?w x w x 4  4  4g : K M y , c “ K M y , c y1Ã Ž . ž /r , M i f i iis1 is1 is1r
w xby the following formula. For j g M y , put
g j e n ??? n eÃ Ž .r , M i i1 n
 4g j e n ??? n e n ??? n e if r g i , . . . , iŽ . Ãr , M i r i 1 n1 ns ½  40 if r f i , . . . , i .1 n
By Lemma 4.4, c is injective and g induces an isomorphismr r , M
w x w x w xM y rc M y , M y , . . . , y .Ž .r f 1 ry1r
By well-known properties of Koszul complexes, this implies that g is aÃr , M
quasi-isomorphism. Note also that g X is the composition
g X s g (g ( ??? (g (g .Ã Ã Ã Ã1, M 2, M ry1, M r , Mf ? ? ? f f ? ? ? f f2 r 3 r r
?Ž w 4 ry1 x  4 ry1.Applying the induction hypothesis to K M y , c then estab-f i is1 i is1r
Ž .lishes 4.3 . This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.
5. AN EXPLICIT ISOMORPHISM
Assume g , . . . , g g A, let z , . . . , z be indeterminates, and let fX:1 s 1 s j
w x w xM z “ M z be defined using g just as f was defined using f . Ifj i i
Ž . Ž .V f , . . . , f s V g , . . . , g , i.e., if1 r 1 s
Rad f , . . . , f s Rad g , . . . , g , 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r 1 s
then the corresponding local cohomology groups are the same, so Theo-
rem 1.1 implies that the functors
‘rn ? w x  4M ‹ H K M y , f 5.2Ž .Ž .½ 5Ž .i is1 ns0
‘
sXn ? w xM ‹ H K M z , f 5.3 4 Ž .½ 5ž /jž /js1 ns0
Ž .are isomorphic universal d-functors by a unique isomorphism . We make
this isomorphism explicit.
Ž .Note that when 5.1 holds, both sides of that equation equal the radical
Ž .of the ideal f , . . . , f , g , . . . , g . Thus the Koszul complex1 r 1 s
sr X? w x  4K M y , z , f j f 4ž /i jis1 js1
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also computes the same local cohomology. We define a homomorphism of
complexes
sr rX? ?w x w x 4  4r : K M y , z , f j f “ K M y , f 4 Ž .ž /i j iis1 is1js1
as follows. Note that
sr Xn w x  4K M y , z , f j f 4ž /i jis1 js1
w x X Xs M y , z e n ??? n e n e n ??? n e .[ [ i i j j1 p 1 q
pqqsn 1Fi - ??? -i Fr1 p
1Fj - ??? -j Fs1 q
We define in the obvious notation
r my a1 ??? y ar z b1 ??? z bs e n ??? n e n eX n ??? n eXž /1 r 1 s i i j j1 p 1 q
my a1 ??? y ar e n ??? n e if q s 0 and b s ??? s b s 0r i i 1 s1 ns ½ 0 otherwise.
Heuristically, r is the map that sets all z and eX equal to 0.j j
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.4. If V f , . . . , f s V g , . . . , g , then r is a quasi-isomor-1 r 1 s
phism.
Remark. We get a similar quasi-isomorphism
s srX X X? ?w x w x 4r : K M y , z , f j f “ K M z , f . 4  4ž / ž /i j jis1 js1 js1
XLetting r, r be the induced isomorphisms on cohomology, we then get
the desired isomorphisms
srX Xy1 n ? n ?w x w x 4r ( r : H K M y , f “ H K M z , f . 5.5 4 Ž .Ž .Ž . ž /i jž /is1 js1
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Since
Rad f , . . . , f , g , . . . , g s Rad f , . . . , f , g , . . . , gŽ . Ž .1 r 1 iy1 1 r 1 i
and the composition of quasi-isomorphisms is a quasi-isomorphism, it
suffices to establish the theorem in the following special case. We consider
f , . . . , f g A with1 rq1
Rad f , . . . , f s Rad f , . . . , f 5.6Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r 1 rq1
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nŽ w 4 rq1 x  4 rq1. nŽ w 4 r x  4 r .and r : K M y , f “ K M y , f defined byi is1 i is1 i is1 i is1
r my a1 ??? y arq 1 e n ??? n eŽ .1 rq1 i i1 n
a1 ar  4my ??? y e n ??? n e if r q 1 f i , . . . , i and a s 01 r i i 1 n rq11 ns ½ 0 otherwise.
It is clear that r is surjective. We demonstrate the theorem by showing
Ž . ?that the complex ker r has trivial cohomology in all dimensions. Note
that
n rq1 4ker r s y M y e n ??? n eŽ . [ rq1 i i iis1 1 nž /
1Fi - ??? -i Fr1 n
rq1 4[ M y e n ??? n e n e .[ i i i rq1is1 1 ny1ž /
iFi - ??? -i Fr1 ny1
It is straightforward to check that there is an isomorphism
r ?rq1?  4  4  4K M y , f j c “ ker rŽ .ž /i i rq1is1 is1
defined by the map
my a1 ??? y arq 1 e n ??? n e1 rq1 i i1 n
a1 ar arq 1q1  4my ??? y y e n ??? n e if r q 1 f i , . . . , i1 r rq1 i i 1 n1 n‹ a a1 rq1½  4my ??? y e n ??? n e if r q 1 g i , . . . , i .1 rq1 i i 1 n1 n
Thus we must prove that
rrq1n ?  4  4  4H K M y , f j c s 0 for all n. 5.7Ž .ž /i i rq1ž /is1 is1
By Lemma 4.4 and a standard fact about Koszul complexes,
rrq1n ?  4  4  4H K M y , f j cž /i i rq1ž /is1 is1
r rny1 ?  4  4, H K M y , f .ž /ž /f i iis1 is1rq 1
Ž .Using the spectral sequence 1.2 , we see that it suffices to show
rn ?  4H K M , f s 0 for all n. 5.8Ž .ž /ž /f i is1rq 1
?Ž  4 r .Since K M , f is a Koszul complex of A -modules, its cohomol-f i is1 frq 1 rq1
ogy is annihilated by the ideal generated in A by f , . . . , f . But byf 1 rrq 1
Ž . Ž .5.6 , this ideal equals A . This implies 5.8 .f rq 1
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Let X be a locally noetherian, separated scheme, Z : X a closed
subset, and F a quasi-coherent sheaf of O -modules. We denote by H nFX Z
the local cohomology sheaves of F. They are quasi-coherent O -modules.X
n < Ž n .;In particular, if U : X is an affine open subset, then H F s G U, H FUZ Z
and
n n <G U, H F s H U, F . 5.9Ž . Ž .Ž . uZ Z lU
The hypothesis that X be locally noetherian implies that the ideal of
Ž .Z l U is finitely generated, so the right-hand side of 5.9 can be calcu-
lated by Theorem 1.1. The hypothesis that X be separated implies that the
intersection U l U of two affine open sets U , U is again affine, so1 2 1 2
n Ž < .; n Ž < .;Theorem 5.4 can be used to patch H U , F and H U , FU UZ lU 1 Z lU 21 21 2
on U l U . Thus one can explicitly construct the sheaves H nF using1 2 Z
Theorems 1.1 and 5.4.
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